Which Model Lesco High Wheel 80 lb Spreader Do I have?
Model 101186
- First produced in 2011
- Identical to the 091186 except this newest model includes a manual deflector
Model 091186
- First produced in 2008
- Enclosed gearbox to keep the fertilizer off the gears
- Stainless Steel Frame
- High wheel
- Handle is attached to bracket below hopper
- Handle is two piece featuring a cross bar
- Handle can be mounted in three positions
- The agitator assembly was improved; the actuator now has a grove to accept an E-clip rather than
the flat sided actuator and old style spring clip
Model 705699
- First Produced in 2001
- Enclosed gearbox to keep the fertilizer off the gears.
- Stainless Steel Frame
- High Wheel
- Handle attached to bracket below hopper rather than frame
- Handle is two piece featuring a cross bar
- Handle can be mounted in three positions
Model 705698
- First Produced in 2001
- Enclosed gearbox to keep the fertilizer off the gears.
- Carbon Steel Frame (Black)
- High Wheel
- Handle attached to bracket below hopper rather than frame
- Handle is two piece featuring a cross bar
- Handle can be mounted in three positions
- Not sold by Rittenhouse
Model 021820
- Enclosed gearbox to keep the fertilizer off the gears.
- Stainless Steel Frame
- High Wheel
- Handle is all one piece bolting onto the leg behind the hopper
Model 030710 - Identical to the 021820, except with an epoxy (White) frame
020093 Features
- White gears below the impeller were open in the original
- Stainless Steel frame
- High Wheel
020092 Features - Identical to the 020093, except with an epoxy (White) frame

Is my Spreader a High Wheel Spreader?
A high wheel spreader has 13x5.00-6 tires where a standard spreader has 4.10/3.50-4 tires.

Is it a High Wheel Spreader with a uni-frame or a Standard
without a uni-frame?
Measure the vertical dimension between the axle bearing mounts and the underside of the frame
beneath the hopper. Original frame is 10 inches; uni-frame is 12 inches.

What Kits are available for my Spreader?
The following kits will fit models, 021820, 0705699, 091186 and 101186. We have limited parts and
stock available for the models 020092 and 020093.

Accessory Kits
Remote Deflector Kit (2004519) - Keeps the material you are spreading off the sidewalk by
deflecting it on the right hand side of the spreader. The lever to operate is mounted conveniently on
the handle bar.
Manual Deflector Kit (92455) - Keeps the material you are spreading off the sidewalk by
deflecting it on the right hand side of the spreader. Lever to operate is located by the base of the
hopper.
Hopper Cover (092128) - This plastic cover keeps the material in the hopper and the weather out
of the material.
Calibration Box (15150) - It attaches to the base of the spreader and measures your output to
ensure an accurate spread rate
Hopper Extension Kit (709729) - Attaches to the top of your existing 80lb hopper to increase
hopper capacity to 100 lbs

Repair Kits
Impeller Shaft & Gear Kit (030627) - This kit includes the entire enclosed gearbox and impeller
shaft. You must have a spreader with an existing enclosed gearbox for this replacement to fit.
Lesco Spreader Kit – This kit includes common wear parts in the agitation system on your
spreader.
Lesco Gear Kit – This kit includes the replacement seals and gears in your existing enclosed
gearbox.

